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Shiret ELEZI*)

EQUALIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR MUNICIPALITIES
IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA THROUGH
GRANTS

Abstract

According to the analysis of inter-governmental system of transfers to munici-
palities in Macedonia came to the conclusion of the existence of “relative fiscal imbal-
ance” for each municipality as well as transparent and impartial formulas for allocat-
ing funds for equalization among local governments in order to provide more resourc-
es to local governments with a lower capacity to higher taxation and expenditure
needs, incentives for revenue mobilization by local governments.

The current system of allocation of transfers to Macedonia to refer to this
general idea of fair distribution of funds. Specifically, the proposed framework initiat-
ed formalized care that most funds are allocated to municipalities with a greater need
for capacity charges and lower revenue. Considering that this formalization is a rather
generalized framework, with its shifting parameters may come to very different distri-
bution of grants, including the current allocation of revenues from VAT in Macedonia.
The current allocation of revenue from VAT is equivalent to equalization fiscal dispar-
ities for all communities where it is assumed that  they have capacity for tax revenues
zero (0); this way fiscal imbalance is equal expenditure needs. This means that the
current system does not correspond to differences in the capacity to collect revenue.
We also know that the existing system effectively assess the needs of expenditure of
the municipalities that use only financial norm “top-down” which covers all local
costs except those financed through sectoral grants.

Furthermore, the current system this unique financial norm effectively adjusted
up (down) for municipalities that have more (less) land area per person and settle-
ments. Simulations aim clearly show by the introduction effects of the proposed mech-
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anism for transfer on local Finance to set up a framework of transparency, to show
the potential winners and losers, and to indicate whether it would be necessary to
establish a process of gradually introducing for new  methodology for transfer.

Keywords: municipality; grant; transfer; fiscal disparity; own sources of rev-
enue; revenues from value added tax; budget.
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Introduction

The process of fiscal decentralization in the Republic of Macedonia started in
July 2005 with the transfer of responsibilities for maintenance of facilities in educa-
tion, social protection, culture and fire unit with earmarked grants. Local expenditures
as a share of GDP increased from 1.72 in 2004 to 2.6 percent for 2006, mostly due to
a doubling of costs for goods and services. From September 2007 was implement the
second phase of fiscal decentralization in 70 municipalities earmarked grants have
changed in block grants, including salaries and teaching staff. Local expenditures
have increased from 26.2 percent 2006 to 5.53 percent in 2010, largely because wage
costs have increased over five times. In Macedonia, the expenditure level of local
governments have reached 4.39% of GDP and only 1.14% of GDP in capital spend-
ing. In the EU, Malta is 0.59% of GDP in Greece and 1.74% of GDP. But there are
significant differences between urban communities and among rural communities.
That increase the fiscal disparity between them due to lack of specific regulations and
criteria for allocation of transfers from the central budget.

Also, its own sources that represent more than half of the budget, show very
large differences. The criteria used for the transfer determination number of inhabit-
ants, area land, the number of settlements does not contain information on the capac-
ity for revenue (tax base) and are only indirectly related to expenditure needs. Deter-
mining the total amount of grants based on the collection of VAT is not related to
policy objectives, priorities and macroeconomic trends affecting price services at the
local level. The sectoral allocations are made according to the existence of physical
objects that discriminate against rural communities, which historically have no such
facilities. According to the historical cost of providing earmarked transfers is prob-
lematic in terms of aggregate financing of decentralized responsibilities in relation to
the allocation of these funds by municipalities in Macedonia.

It is necessary for a formula for awarding grants for various municipalities,
each municipality would otherwise receiving the same amount of grants. Therefore, it
should focus on the formula of the differences between municipalities. Macedonian
municipalities differ in size of the tax base, the need for services and cost of municipal
services. A typical formula for equalization grants are awarded in proportion to the
fiscal difference (FG):
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FGi = ENi-RCi,

ENi = expenditure needs in the municipality i

RCi = capacity for municipal income i,

For fiscal disparities can be comparable, often expressed per capita:

FGi / Popi = ENi / Popi-RCi / Popi = eni-rci

The distribution of grants in proportion to the fiscal disparities, sometimes using
different proportions of the three components of the differences:

And grant to Macedonia for VAT is: 1 * [eni-en] + b * [en-rc] +0 * [rc-rci]
Fiscal differences should be resolved completely or partially, a = b = c = 1?,

Grants should cover the same proportion of fiscal difference for all groups of munic-
ipalities (below average vs above average) and should also grant to cover the same
proportion of revenue and expenditure differences as differences (a = c?)

The existing system can be reformuliate compared to fiscal disparities. Expend-
iture needs can be defined as expenditure needs per client (peer Capito) adjusted coef-
ficient of cost. The size of the transfer equals the aggregate fiscal matter, can be
defined in a framework based on multi-year macroeconomic projections.

Ability to translate some sectoral equalization grants, and redefining some given
local competences funded by conditional grants (block grants for education, culture
etc..

Estimated income disparities can be partly reduced by general purpose grants.
The calculation of earnings capacity can be made based BA proxy variable for exam-
ple: collecting taxes on personal income, housing fund, etc.. Calculation of expendi-
ture needs through specific rules for specific sectors. Should we reform the basis for
revenues in order to allow greater autonomy in the achievement of revenue?
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1. FISCAL DISPARITY AND ITS EXTENT
IN MACEDONIA.

The concept of fiscal disparities provides a useful framework to design and
analyze a system of grants1 . Fiscal disparity can be defined, for any government unit
as the excess of its expenditure needs and/or its revenue capacity relative to some
benchmarks. For example, in 2010, per capita own revenues of rural municipalities
before grants on average deviated by 85 percent from the rural average, while per
capita own revenues of urban municipalities outside Skopje on average deviated by 43
percent from the urban average. At the same time, per capita expenditures of rural
municipalities out of the principal budget on average deviated by 86 percent from the
rural average, while per capita expenditures of urban municipalities outside Skopje on
average deviated by 41 percent from the urban average. This might suggest that the
allocation of the VAT grants hardly made a dent in the extent of disparities within
those two groups of municipalities (although it did eliminate the disparities between
rural municipalities and urban municipalities outside Skopje). However, as we explain
below, rather actual revenues and expenditures, a sound system of grants should be
based on the objective notions of expenditures needs and revenue capacity.

2. EXPENDITURE NEEDS AND REVENUE
CAPACITY—TWO KEY CONCEPTS

Traditionally, expenditure needs represent funding necessary to cover all ex-
penditure responsibilities assigned to the government at a standard level of service
provision. Revenue capacity can be broadly defined as the ability of a government to
raise revenues from available revenue sources, exerting a standard level of revenue
effort. In general, local governments with larger disparities on the revenue and/or
expenditure sides require a larger amount of transfers in order to discharge their com-
petencies at some standard level.

In practice, however, measuring fiscal imbalances is an extremely difficult and
challenging matter, and most of the problems related with the design and performance
of the existing transfer systems deal in one way or another with the measurement of
fiscal disparities. This is because revenue capacity and expenditure needs are notional
values that can rarely be estimated accurately. In a sense, both concepts retain a great
deal of subjectivity, because the decisions about what can be considered a “standard
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level of service provision” (and the associated expenditure need) or “a standard level
of revenue effort” (to measure revenue capacity) are subject to debate. Therefore,
there is a great need for reaching consensus through a policy debate involving relevant
stakeholders regarding acceptable ways of measuring revenue capacity and expendi-
ture needs that would be perceived as fair.

In addition, usually there are restrictions imposed by data availability that limit
the use of statistical techniques for estimating expenditure needs and revenue capac-
ity. As a consequence, often the measures of fiscal disparities actually used can be
quite imperfect, and sometimes they become a source of perverse incentives for local
governments. Thus, special care must be taken in the designing of a transfer program
in order to achieve adequate treatment of fiscal disparities without creating perverse
incentives for local governments. In summary, fiscal disparities arise because the
expenditure needs associated with the assigned expenditures responsibilities typically
do not match the capacity of the governments to collect revenues from own sources.
The revenue capacity in turn is a function of tax base endowments across jurisdic-
tions. For these reasons, the effectiveness of the equalization transfer program de-
pends crucially on the quality of the estimations of expenditure needs and revenue
capacity. However, before specific measures of expenditure need and revenue capac-
ity can be developed, a policy decision should be made on the overall fiscal equaliza-
tion framework.

3. TYPICAL FORMULAS FOR MEASURING FISCAL
DISPARITIES

A typical formula for fiscal disparities captures the difference between expend-
iture needs and revenue capacity for each local jurisdiction; or arithmetically:

FDi = ENi – RCi, (1)

where FDi represents the fiscal disparity of local government i, ENi stands for its
expenditure needs and RCi stands for its revenue capacity. Alternatively, some coun-
tries define fiscal disparities by combining with certain weights a shortfall in revenue
capacity RC–RCi, and an excess of expenditure ENi –EN over some benchmarks RC
and EN, such as national averages.  Arithmetically, such generalized definition of a
fiscal gap, another term to indicate the difference between need and capacity, can be
expressed in per capita terms as:

fgi = a• [eni –en] + b• [en–rc] + c• [rc, – rci ] (2)

where fgi represents the fiscal gap of local government i, en–en stands for its
per capita expenditure disparity relative to the benchmark en and rc– rci stands for its
per capita revenue shortfall relative to the benchmark rc. The gap between the per
capita expenditure benchmark en and the per capita revenue benchmark rc is called
the vertical imbalance, capturing the shortfall in the yield of tax handles given to all
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local governments together relative to their expenditure needs, the latter worked on
the basis of expenditure assignment. By contrast, the other two parts of the fiscal gap,
that is eni –en and rci, – rc, are referred to as horizontal fiscal imbalances.

Under the classical approach (1), transfers equally threat differences in reve-
nue capacity and expenditure needs. In practice, some countries treat disparities in
revenue capacity differently than disparities in expenditure needs. For example, in
Sweden differences in expenditure needs are fully equalized while differences in rev-
enue capacity are narrowed by 95 percent:

 fgi = 1• [eni –en] +0.95• [rc, – rci ]

However, those countries do it by choice rather than as an inadvertent result of
the formula design. Thus, less than complete equalization of revenue capacity in Swe-
den is expected to provide localities with incentives to grow their revenue base.

4. POLICY OPTIONS IN MACEDONIA

In Macedonia, revenue disparities are currently treated very differently from
expenditure disparities as the VAT grant formula does not take into account own-
source revenues at all, i.e. c=0 in expression (2).

Complete equalization of potential revenue can create the usual disincentives for
economic development. Other options for Macedonia to consider:

a. Bringing to the fixed level of potential revenues only those municipalities
below some threshold, i.e. complete filling of the revenue gap for the poor-
est municipalities;

b. Narrowing the fiscal gap by a certain percentage, at least for those munic-
ipalities above certain minimum level of revenue capacity. This effectively
means partial closing of the same percentage of the revenue gap and the
expenditure gap.

c. Explicit policy choice of the three separate equalization parameters: the ex-
tent of equalization of the revenue gap rc– rci , the extent of equalization of
the expenditure gap eni –en, and the extent of closing the vertical gap  en–
rc.

The analysis aims to work toward consensus building on these policy choic-
es for the overall design of the equalization framework. Different options will be laid
before the stakeholders to concretize the policy discussions toward specific options.
In particular, consensus needs to be reached with respect to the following policy
choices:

1. How to redefine the rules determining the total amount of transfers (or  the
amount of per capita financial norms) as to reflect government objectives
and priorities and multi-year macroeconomic projections affecting the costs
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of local government services (negotiated public pay, energy price deregula-
tion, etc)?

2. Whether and, if so, to what extent should the equalization framework ad-
dress revenue capacity in addition to establishing expenditure norms to be
targeted by the transfers?

3. Should a measure of revenue capacity will be included with some weight in
the VAT grant formula for the fiscal year? Initially, proxy measures from
the available data can be used such as the collections of the national Person-
al Income Tax; in time refined measures like market values of taxable prop-
erty could be included in the formula.

4. Should a funding mechanism outside the equalization framework be estab-
lished for services that are provided by one municipality for residents of
other municipalities (currently firefighting, high schools and elderly homes)?

5. For the sectors with current ring-fenced financing (education, kindergar-
tens, elderly homes, firefighting, and culture), should the general purpose
grant account for the need to provide these services in municipalities that
currently do not receive block grants? A possible reason to fund these serv-
ices through the principal budget is because for smaller municipalities it
would not be feasible to have stand-alone facilities used for one sector only.
For example, in some smaller municipalities the provision of early child
development would only be feasible through multi-functional centers (part
from inter-municipal cooperation).

Conclusion

Changes to the Regulation on the methodology for allocation of revenues from
value added tax by municipalities for fiscal year in Republic of Macedonia:
Actually formula:

 0,65* 0, 27* 0,08** * *n n n
i i i i

n n n

EF EF EFD Bz P BNM
BZ P BNM

  

• It need to reformulate the existing formula in the form of per capita, adjust-
ed for factors: population, land and number of settlements) with multiplika-
tiv form: norm per capita x population x coefficient of adjustment. While
retaining the current pattern of allocation of grants will offer more transpar-
ent framework for the current grant would also lay the foundation for the
level of reform as envisaged in the medium term.

• Examining the current values ??of factors for the award based on the esti-
mated average impact of each factor on municipal expenditures. Elasticity
of per capita expenditure in relation to land are estimated at 0.30 for general
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municipal services, and establishes a significant statistical impact on the
number of settlements per capita expenditure per capita on local services.

• Inclusion of an additional factor in the formula to explain the difference in
terms of capacity revenues. Little value can be placed on this factor (20%).
Regulation may need factors, differences in income, and improving the avail-
ability of data applied an indirect indicator may be preferred. For the next
fiscal year this difference can be estimated using the national income and
eventually PIT housholds size are shown in the census of households as
part of the census. The value of the difference in income can be pointed in
the future more general acceptance and availability of data on indirect indi-
cators will be better, more precise measurements of differences in income
may also be adopted.

In a new formula:

 1* 2* 3* 4** * * *w EFn w EFn w EFn w EFnDi BZi Pi BNMi PRi
BZn Pn BNMn PRn

   

Possible changes depend on more detailed analysis approved by the central and
local government. The above recommendations are welcome to reduce fiscal dispar-
ities between municipalities should also be found in sunadequate arrangements as
capital grants where there is no clearly defined criteria for allocating them to the
municipalities which in turn affect local budgets to increase fiscal disparities when
compared with one another on municipalities budgets.
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